Dr. DeVolder has engaged and delighted audiences from Monaco to Dubai, from Singapore to Barcelona and from Istanbul to Kuala Lumpur. Mark DeVolder’s high-octane, content-rich and humor-filled presentations empower people to be bold, nimble and innovative in face of constant change.

Known by his clients as the Change Specialist, Dr. DeVolder is recognized as one of today’s original thinkers and motivators on transitions: Mark explains that change initiatives fail because of people, not programs. Similarly, changes are more likely to succeed when people are empowered through transitions. Consequently, DeVolder teaches leaders and organizations how to adapt, transform and reinvent themselves in the hurricane of change.

Keynotes

Harness the Hurricane: Adapt to Extreme Change and Achieve New Heights

Change is constant, unpredictable and accelerating. Extreme change can - much like a hurricane - leave you dizzy, disoriented and dazed, as though the earth is moving under your feet. Even if you survive the storm, you know more is coming.

Mark DeVolder throws a lifeline to you with change strategies and tools he’s developed to clear away the fog. He equips audiences with cutting-edge principles that energize people in the midst of change.

During Mark’s high-octane presentation, you will receive tools and techniques to:
- overcome change paralysis and get mobilized through transitions
- develop change-ready thinking and behaviours
- become more nimble and flexible with the Shift-ability decision-making model
- adapt to change saturation by unleashing the unstoppable power of resilience

On Fire! Energized Together

When individuals lose their spark, organizations lose their fire. This predicament has a devastating effect on productivity, profitability and company reputation.

But it doesn’t have to be that way. Mark’s test-driven model of engagement equips people to identify the causes of “flame out” and recognize behaviours and leadership decisions that act as a fire extinguisher.

Mark shows leaders how to:
- identify behaviors to increase engagement
- re-ignite employee’s passion for teamwork, communication and innovation
- build a culture of trust, loyalty and appreciation
- accelerate performance and productivity

Resilience Springing to Success

We live in a VUCA world: volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous. It’s not surprising that leaders who survive, thrive and deliver in business today have one trait in common; they are resilient. But resilience is not just for a few; it can be learned. Mark shares how to rewire your brain to bounce back from adversity, overcome obstacles and adapt to constant change. Audiences will learn success strategies to create a winning mindset, increase tenacity and decision-making instinct.

Mark’s keynote video- click here
Mark’s Clients Include:

SIEMENS  NASA  McDonalds  Coca Cola  RE/MAX  verizon  NASPO  bp

PEPSICO  G4S  Robotics  cda  Autodesk  pma  BD

Medtronic  Suncor  Enbridge

Boehringer Ingelheim  AASCU  Litigation Business

SonicBank  Union Bank  PwC

What Clients are saying...

"Mark, you were nothing short of awesome!!"
Maria Sharpe, Chief Personnel Officer, PepsiCo Europe

"Thought-provoking and dynamic. Moving and powerful. Mark was inspiring and kept the audience charged."
Al-Noor Moosa, Manager, PricewaterhouseCoopers

"Participant engagement, valuable information and take home value, Mark brings that and so much more!"
Crystal Mayfield, Director, Produce Marketing Association

"Mark DeVolder speaks with lots of humour and engagement of the crowd!"
Patrick Nangle, CEO, Purolator
http://youtu.be/ySU8MS7G1pA

"Dr. DeVolder’s presentation was exactly what we were looking for during this changing period that we are going through."
Amr Helmi, Boehringer Ingelheim, National Sales Manager, Bahrain

"Dr. DeVolder was outstanding!"
Paul Gregorowitch, CEO, Oman Air
https://youtu.be/gnvsQeRCBrg

"Mark communicated with passion, talent and appropriate content. The outcome is perfect!"
Global Events Manager, Almirall Pharmaceutical, Spain
http://dotsub.com/view/8e5e5b025-56d3-4d16-9d92-42f5649b456

"Mark received a standing ovation!"
Donna Parish, Organizer, Localization World
http://youtu.be/UnBzcFYq7OQ
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Mark’s keynote video- click here